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eography seeks at understanding where things are and 
why they are there. such a global endeavour can be pur-
sued regarding any event on the earth’s surface, ranging 

from mountains to cities. the study of the spatial organisation of 
economic activities is called ecOnOMic geOgraphy. hence, this field 
of geography studies the same objects as Economics, but the re-
search questions and methods used are different.   

Economic Geographers look at locations (where are human activi-
ties?), places (what are these locations? In which attribute do they 
differ from other locations?) and at the relationships between plac-
es (how does human activity in a place affect activities in other 
neighbouring places?). to do so, they can rely on a rich toolbox of 
techniques, methods, indicators and models sometimes borrowed 
from other fields such as computer sciences, engineering, physics, 
economics, etc. In essence, geography is multidisciplinary and still 
challenging. 

Geographers at CorE illustrate this variety of geographical research. 
on the one hand, for years they have been welcome and involved in 
several successful multidisciplinary research projects, because of 
their links with different initial orientations at CorE. Especially, they 
take part in projects from mathematical programming, econom-
ics, and econometrics as contributors of tools. on the other hand, 
they also manage their own research projects, thus contributing to 
CorE’s scientific production.

the present OrientatiOns of the ongoing geographic research car-
ried at CorE mainly aim at measuring and modelling socio-econom-
ic, transport and urban/periurban realities. It combines theoretical 
reflection and real-world applications on topics such as:

(1) oPtIMAL LoCAtIon MoDELs
the story of geographers at CorE started with optimal location-al-
location models. Anchored in operations research, these models 
were questioned by geographers mainly in the sensitivity of their 
outputs to the measurement of the complex geographic realities but 
also to urban and regional dynamics. Applications were performed 
such as for fire stations in Belgium or health care facilities in Africa 
(past and forthcoming). Presently, we are working on school loca-
tions and allocations in dynamic urban environments (us and Chile), 
models flexible enough to address the uncertainty of the demand at 
each time period, while the maximum capacity of each school can be 
modified by the addition of modular units. 

(2) urBAn MoDELLInG 
Modelling the city is a fascinating topic given the complexity of the 
urban systems.  starting from models borrowed from classical urban 
economics, new avenues and extensions are theoretically as well as 
empirically explored. theory and data driven models are used for 
testing the impact of green and social amenities on the morphol-
ogy of cities, the influence of city delineation on modelling results, 

the importance of the shape of the network and the access-ability, 
etc. Besides theoretical developments, existing tools such as cellu-
lar automata, agent-based models, land-use and transport interac-
tion models (LutI) are also applied mainly in the sense of sensitivity 
analyses and hypotheses testing.

(3) QuAntItAtIvE GEoGrAPhy AnD 
sPAtIAL stAtIstICs
Quantitative geography mainly arose from the cross-fertilization 
and interaction of various specialty areas  in physical and human 
geography; it is often defined as (1) the analysis of space and the 
creation of spatial information and geographical knowledge, (2) the 
development of spatial theory, and (3) the construction and appli-
cation of mathematical models of spatial processes. this is why ge-
ographers at CorE are particularly interested in spatial statistics 
and spatial econometrics, and more particularly in the difficulties 
in measuring complex spatial realities (patterns, shapes, distance) 
and the biases introduced by space in statistical modelling (spatial 
heterogeneity, spatial dependence or contextual effects) but also to 
border delineation, nested scales or modifiable areal unit problems.   

At CorE, a particular focus is put on built-up and non built-up mor-
phologies. Density is not sufficient to discriminate built-up patches.   
Fractal and non-fractal indices are developed in collaboration with 
other universities for characterising built-up/green/blue patches 
and their border.  sensitivity analyses are performed on parameters, 
estimation and measuring techniques for patterns as well as bor-
ders.  the connected world nowadays enables the use of enormous 
data bases leading to new challenges and new methodologies. Link-
ing big data analysis to spatial theories is a challenge for the future.  

GEoGrAPhErs At CorE
Isabelle thoMAs (Frs-Fnrs), Dominique PEEtErs (uCL), Arnaud 
ADAM and Christophe CLoQuEt (Innoviris), Justin DELLoyE (FrEsh), 

Jonathan JonEs (uCL), n. (to be hired soon- Belspo) 

GEOGRAPHY@CoRE
Focus: Geography@CORE

Isabelle Thomas and Dominique PeeTers, Geographers at Core
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A

wo researchers are supported under the GDF-suez Chair. 
Ignacio ArAvEnA, PhD candidate, is working on the as-
sessment of generation reserve requirements in the Eu-

ropean power system in order to accommodate substantial amounts 
of renewable energy in the European electricity market. Mr ArAvEnA 
will be hosted as a visiting researcher at the university of California 
at Berkeley and the Lawrence Livermore national Laboratory in June 
and July 2015. Dr hAn is working on the active control of transmis-
sion network assets and the optimal expansion of power grids. Eir-
grid, the Irish transmission system operator, has assigned a study 
for the optimal expansion of the Irish transmission network in order 
to integrate offshore wind power at the British Isles.

the GDF-suez Chair inauguration was held on June 3, 2014. 100 
participants registered for the event. the inauguration was 
welcomed by the rector and included keynote speakers from the 
European Commission and the university of California at Berkeley. 
A workshop was organized at the opportunity of the inauguration. 
speakers from regulatory authorities (European Commission, CrEG, 
united states Federal Energy regulatory Commission), industry 
(GDF suez, rtE France) and academia (uCL, uC Berkeley, norwegian 
school of Economics) presented their views on capacity investment. 
on June 26, 2014, a summary of the workshop and an introduction 
of the GDF Chair was presented at the GDF suez headquarters in 
Brussels.

the Belgian Electricity and Gas regulatory Commission (CrEG) has 
awarded a research grant to Professors PAPAvAsILIou, sMEErs and 
vAn vyvE for the study of capacity remunerations in conditions 
of scarcity in the Belgian electricity market. A press conference 
for the first round of results will be held on March 23, 2015.  

the GDF-suez Chair has hosted a number of visitors in 2014: Mette 
BJornDAL (Professor, norwegian school of Economics), hélène LE 
CADrE (research assistant, MInEs Paris tech), yelena vArDAnyAn 
(PhD candidate, Kth stockholm), and Andre DInIz (research staff, 
Electrobras CEPEL, Brazil).

A number of events are planned under the framework of the GDF-
suez Chair in 2015 and 2016: a research workshop will be held in 
order to celebrate the 3rd year anniversary of the Chair; the 4th 
research workshop of the Benelux Association for Energy Economics 
(BAEE) will be organized by the GDF-suez Chair in october 2015 at 
CorE; and a panel session on computational energy economics will 
be held at the opportunity of the 50th anniversary of CorE.

For additional details about the GDF-suez Chair, including 
publications, conference presentations, teaching material, events 
and openings please visit the following link:

http://perso.uclouvain.be/anthony.papavasiliou/public_html/
home.html

GDF-SuEz ChaiR
MOdern energy systeMs are Facing substantial uncertainty in OperatiOns and planning. FOcusing On the develOpMent OF quantitative 
MethOds FOr analysing, the chair is Operating and planning energy systeMs and energy Markets under uncertainty. 

Focus: GDF-Suez Chair

T

From left to right: Caroline MouLIGnEAu (Fondation Louvain), Bruno DELvAux (uCL), shmuel orEn (university 
of California, Berkeley),  vincent BLonDEL (uCL), Anthony PAPAvAsILIou (uCL), Jacqueline BouChEr (GDF suez), 

vincent BoDArt (uCL), tadhg o'BrIAIn (European Commission), Baron stEPhEnnE (Fondation Louvain)
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he CorE Brown Bag seminar arose from an idea 
of CorE PhD students Aditi DIMrI and Mery 
FErrAnDo, and post-doc Elena MAttAnA. Given 

the variety of research areas and topics worked on at CorE 
and the relevance of being trained at presenting one’s 
research from an early stage of the career, they felt a need 
for a platform for young researchers to share their work, 
and possibly even collaborate; and so the CorE Brown Bag 
was born. the goal of this internal seminar is to give the 
opportunity to young researchers at CorE to present and 
discuss their work with the other PhD students, post-docs 
and professors. 

With eager support from both young researchers and 
faculty alike, the first seminar took place on october 15, 
2014.  All young researchers in Economics, Econometrics 
and operations research at uCL are invited to present 
their work in progress.  there has been positive response 
from young researchers at  CorE  and also IrEs, who are keen to 
utilize this opportunity to present their work.  the seminar meets 
every two weeks on Wednesdays and sandwiches are offered to all 
participants. Presentations last for 45 minutes and are followed by 
questions and discussions of around 15 minutes.

the seminar has already had an eclectic array of presentations 
including urban, public, macro & development economics, and 
operational research. With an average turn out of 22 attendees per 
seminar, the discussions are lively and beneficial for the presenters.

CoRE BRoWN BaG
last OctOber, three yOung researchers decided tO 
launch a new kind OF seMinar.

k

BROwn BAG SEmiNaR

Benoît DeceRf presented his paper "Income Poverty Measures with Relative Poverty Lines" during one of the last Brown Bag Seminars on february 
11th in front of a focused audience.

Focus: Brown Bag Seminar

T
From top to bottom: Aditi DIMrI,
Elena MAttAnA and Mery FErrAnDo
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mEqiN CoNfERENCE
internatiOnal Meqin cOnFerence On Well-being 
lOuvain-la-neuve, March 18, 2015

n March 18, CorE will host the BrAIn/MEqIn international confer-
ence on well-being. the first half of the day will be devoted to the 
presentation of the survey questionnaire to the members of the fol-

low-up committee. this committee is composed of members of Belgian admin-
istrations interested in the project, and of scientists. the survey questionnaire 
aims at collecting data on the different dimensions of well-being (health, job, 
consumption, time use, housing and social relations) as well as eliciting data 
about the way people trade-off among the different dimensions.  the ques-
tionnaire should be administered next Fall to a sample of about 4000 Belgian 
adults. the second part of the day will be devoted to three talks on the em-
pirical measurement of well-being, by olivier BArGAIn (Aix-Marseille school 
of Economics), Marc FLEurBAEy (Princeton university), and stéphane LuCChInI 
(Aix-Marseille school of Economics), as well as formal discussions of the talks.

SofiE fiNaNCiaL ECoNo-
mETRiCS SpRiNG SChooL
brussels, June 1-5, 2015

oR WoRkShop
18th ceMs wOrkshOp On logistics and supply chain 
ManageMent. brussels, april 30, 2015

he soFiE (society for Financial Econometrics) Financial Economet-
rics spring school is an annual week-long research-based course 
for PhD students and new faculty in financial econometrics. It will 

be held in Brussels, in the venue of the national Bank of Belgium, on June 1-5, 
2015. It was formerly organized in oxford (in 2012 and 2013). It is jointly spon-
sored by CorE, FIns@vuB, Fondation Louvain, Ku Leuven, the Louvain school 
of Management research Institute, the national Bank of Belgium, treetop AM, 
and uLB.

the 2015 lecturers are Prof. Patrick GAGLIArDInI (university of Lugano & the 
swiss Finance Institute) and Prof. Eric rEnAuLt (Brown university, current 
President of soFiE).

the lectures are organized around four themes:

1. the role of stochastic volatility in option pricing. options prices as expec-
tations of a Black-scholes price. the volatility smile and the vIx.

2. non-linear state-space models. Exponential affine models.
3. Extensions of the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM): Indirect Infer-

ence, Implied-states GMM, GMM with a continuum of moments, xMM.
4. nonparametric methods to fit the implied volatility surface. Implied bino-

mial trees and maximum entropy.

the number of participants is limited to thirty. Participants have a chance to 
make short presentations of their work related to the topics of the lectures.

For more details, see http://sofie.stern.nyu.edu/node/524.

he 18th CEMs workshop on supply Chain Man-
agement will take place in université saint-Lou-
is (Brussels) at April 30. As usual, the goal is to 

give PhD students and young researchers of foreign-but-
close universities the opportunity to present their current 
research and to discuss with professors in the field. If you 
want to participate or get more information, please send 
an email to axelle.depireux@uclouvain.be. 

SciEntiFic EvENTS 

DoCToRaL CouRSE
5th ceMs phd cOurse On Market liquidity 
brussels, June 10-12, 2015

he Center for studies in Asset Management of 
the IsLM (CesAM), the AFI department of the 
KuLeuven, and CorE are jointly organizing the 

5th edition of the CEMs PhD course devoted to “Market Li-
quidity “ on June 10-12, 2015. this 3-day intensive course 
will be taught by Professors thierry FouCAuLt (hEC Par-
is) and Marco PAGAno (university of neaples), and will 
take place at the national Bank of Belgium in Brussels. 
For more information on deadlines and registration, see 
http://www.uclouvain.be/en-323840.html.

T

Next Scientific Events

CoRpoRaTE foRum
7th cOrpOrate FOruM On supply chain MangeMent 
lOuvain-la-neuve, april 23, 2015

he 7th Corporate Forum will be held in Louvain-
la-neuve on April 23. this annual event gathers 
corporate partners, alumni of our executive 

and graduate supply chain programs and researchers in 
the field. the goal is to discuss recent trends, successful 
and innovative applications of supply chain concepts in 
the industry and current research projects. It is of course 
a great networking opportunity, and the dinner is a key 
moment of this event. If you want to participate or get 
more information, please send an email to axelle.de-
pireux@uclouvain.be. 

TO

T

T
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ECoRES SummER SChooL
On Market poWer 
brussels, May 25-29, 2015.

EC    RES

Jean Hindriks, CORE, Université catholique de Louvain
Georg Kirchsteiger, ECARES, Université libre de Bruxelles
François Maniquet, CORE, Université catholique de Louvain
Jo Van Biesebroeck, CES, KU Leuven

O R G A N I Z I N G  C O M M I T T E E

www.uclouvain.be/en-482657
P R A C T I C A L  I N F O R M A T I O N

March 15, 2015
S U B M I S S I O N  D E A D L I N E  F O R  C O N T R I B U T O R S

nancy.de.munck@ulb.ac.be
C O N T A C T

C A L L  F O R  P A R T I C I P A T I O N

2 0 1 5             S U M M E R  S C H O O LEC    RES

BRUSSELS, MAY 26-29, 2015

AND PRESENTATIONS BY JUNIOR PARTICIPANTS

K E Y N O T E  S P E A K E R S

Oxford University

Harvard University

Harvard University

Paul KLEMPERER

Marc MELITZ

Ariel PAKES

n May 26-29, ECorEs is organizing its biannual summer school. the 
school will be hosted by ECArEs, at uLB, Brussels. the title of the 
school is “Market Power”. Economic models that incorporate mar-

ket power resemble actual market interactions more closely. As a result, they 
are more directly testable and provide a useful framework for empirical work. 
the invited speakers have been instrumental in conducting and motivating 
structural empirical analysis. there will be three keynote speakers, each of 
whom will give three lectures. Paul KLEMPErEr (oxford university) will talk 
on multi-object auctions. Marc MELItz (harvard university) will speak on the 
micro-structure of trade. Ariel PAKEs (harvard university) will speak on the 
estimation of static and dynamic models in industrial organization. In addi-
tion to the keynote lectures, there will be presentations by Phd students and 
young PhD graduates. Previous ECorEs summer schools attracted more than 
100 participants.

to register, please visit: http://www.uclouvain.be/en-482657.html

poRESp SummER SChooL
On anti-poverty policies & individual responses 
brussels, July 6-9, 2015.

PoRESP

Venue:
Hôtel Le Méridien / Salle Romarin
Carrefour de l’Europe 3 - 1000 Brussels

Website : 
www.uclouvain.be/en-430325.html

Registration:
Participation is free but registration is mandatory. 
If you would like to attend, please send an email to 
Fabienne Henry (fabienne.henry@uclouvain.be) 
as soon as possible and in any way before 
April 15, 2013.

The design of economic
and political institutions 

June 24-25, 2013

Francqui 
Conference
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IMMAQ
Institute for Multidisciplinary Research 
in Quantitative Modelling and Analysis

CEntER fOR 
OpERatiOns REsEaRCh  
and ECOnOmEtRiCs

couv_CORE-2011.indd   1 19/12/11   11:22

Scope and topics :
Having been awarded the 2010 Francqui Prize, François Maniquet 
has invited some of the most prominent researchers in his field of 
interest to present their current works during the conference.

Anti-poverty Policies & 
Individual Responses

July 6-9, 2015
Venue:
Brussels, Fondation Universitaire

Keynote Speakers
Marianne P. BItleR, University of California-Irvine
Marc GuRGAnd, Paris School of Economics
Martin RAVAllIon, Georgetown University
Martha e. WAdSWoRth, Pennsylvania State University

Application
For more information, registration and funding possibilities, 
visit: http://www.uclouvain.be/en-503931.html or contact: 
poresp-summerschool@uclouvain.be

PoRESP Summer School
n July 6-9, we will hold a summer school on “Anti-poverty Policies 
and Individual responses” in Brussels. Four keynote speakers have 
accepted to participate and give three lectures. Marianne P. BItLEr 

(uC Irvine) will speak on the distribution of impacts of social policies on ben-
eficiaries. Marc GurGAnD (Paris school of Economics) will speak on “Education 
and social origin: access and success”. Martin rAvALLIon (Georgetown univer-
sity) will speak on the evaluation of anti-poverty policies. All three are econo-
mists. Martha E. WADsWorth (Pennsylvania state university), a psychologist, 
will speak on the effects of poverty and economic inequality on human de-
velopment and functioning. In addition to the keynote lectures, there will be 
presentations and posters by Phd students and young PhD graduates. A few 
grants will be assigned to students from developing countries to help them at-
tend the school. the “Fondation universitaire” has accepted to host the event.

to register, please visit: http://www.uclouvain.be/en-503931.html

Next Scientific Events

O

O
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PASt SciEntiFic EvENTS 

BEED 2015
8th belgian envirOnMental ecOnOMics day 
lOuvain-la-neuve, February 5, 2015.

he 8th Belgian Environmental Economics Day 
(BEED 2015) was organized at CorE on Feb-
ruary 5, 2015, by thierry BréChEt and Paul 

BELLEFLAMME on behalf of the Lhoist Berghmans Chair 
in Environmental Economics and Management, but also 
in close collaboration with Johan EyCKMAns and sandra 
roussEAu (KuLeuven), steven vAn PAssEL (uhasselt) and 
tom vErBEKE (KuLeuven and uGent). BEED offers an op-
portunity to researchers in the areas of environmental, 
resource and ecological economics from universities, uni-
versity colleges or research institutes in Belgium to share 
and discuss their work. It is an academic meeting open to 
all interested stakeholders (academics, public servants, 
consultants, students, etc.). It is also an intermediate 
platform between individual researchers and interna-
tional professional associations (European Association 
of Environmental and resource Economists, International 
society of Ecological Economics, etc.). nine speakers from 
the three Belgian regions as well as from the uK, Italy 
and France presented their research. vincent vAn stEEn-
BErGhE (Belgian Federal Administration), a former PhD 
student at CorE, was the keynote speaker. he present-
ed a study carried out by the Federal Administration on 
the energy transition in Belgium (“towards a low-carbon 
economy 2050”).

Full program: http://www.uclouvain.be/en-482560.html

Past Scientific Events

ension and ageing are for sure among the most important macroe-
conomic challenges of the next decades. In many countries, includ-
ing Belgium, populations are rapidly ageing, due to the combined 

effect of decreasing fertility rates and increasing life expectancy.

this demographic evolution, but also other social and economic evolutions, 
will lead to major financial problems in the long run for our social security 
system and other insurance mechanisms. these important questions were at 
the heart of the latest IMMAQ workshop on pension and ageing that took place 
on January 27. 

this workshop has been the opportunity for researchers from the three centers 
of IMMAQ (CorE, IrEs, and IsBA) to present these last works and to exchange 
ideas and future developments. It is well known that the pension question 
must be addressed in a multi-disciplinary approach and the diversity of the 
techniques presented during this workshop illustrates perfectly the various 
and complementary expertises within our IMMAQ Institute.

aMOng the key questiOns addressed during the seMinar:

•	 how to insure simultaneously sustainability and fairness of a pension re-
form in Belgium

•	 how to build automatic balance mechanism in pay-as-you-go public pen-
sion schemes

•	 how to mix optimally pay-as-you-go and funded schemes  
•	 how to increase the employability of old workers
•	 how to explain the slow development of long term care programs 
•	 how to develop a new point system based on intergenerational and intra-

generational justice

immaq WoRkShop
On pension and ageing 
lOuvain-la-neuve, January 27, 2015

P

ET WoRkShop
On industrial organization in the digital econoMy  
liège, March 6-7, 2015

xel GAutIEr (CorE and Liege Competition and 
Innovation Institute, LCII) and Paul BELLE-
FLAMME (CorE and Louvain school of Manage-

ment) have organized a workshop on “Industrial organ-
ization in the Digital Economy”. this two-day workshop 
took place in Liège on March 6-7, 2015. the keynote speak-
ers were Jacques CréMEr (toulouse school of Economics) 
and nicolas PEtIt (LCII, university of Liege). the workshop 
was targeted at PhD students and young postdoctoral 
scholars. Fourteen papers were presented on topics like 
multisided platforms, online news, social networks, net 
neutrality, Internet advertising, digital piracy, privacy, cy-
bersecurity, interchange fees, e-books, or patent pools.

A

he 17th CEMs workshop on Logistics and supply Chain Management 
took place in Brussels on December 3, 2014. We had the opportunity 
to have three interesting talks related to transportation. Bart Jour-

QuIn (uCL) described the noDus multimodal network model and its various 
applications. Pierre yves MIstIAEn (uCL) talked about express shipment net-
work design, and Manuel hErrErA (AltaGracia) described a problem related 
to capacity restrictions in the Panama Canal. other talks discussed incentives 
and their consequence in inventory management (Michael BECKEr-PEth, univ 
of Koln) and load retrieval optimal sequences in puzzle-based storage systems 
(Masoud MIrzAEI, Erasmus university). As usual the discussions between the 
20 participants were animated and fruitful.

oR WoRkShop
17th ceMs wOrkshOp On logistics and supply chain MangeMent 
brussels, deceMber 3, 2014

T

T
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INNOVIRIS
bru-net, duratiOn OF the prOJect: 
15/12/2014 - 15/03/2019 

sabelle thoMAs, along 
with vincent BLonDEL (be-
fore he was elected rec-

tor of uCL), also obtained Innoviris 
funding for the project Bru-nEt (un 
nouveau regard sur les relations à 
l’intérieur de l’aire métropolitaine 
bruxelloise). she will be helped by 
researchers Christophe CLoQuEt 
and Arnaud ADAM.

PROjEctS/Funding

Past Scientific Events | Projects/Funding

WiNTER SChooL & WoRkShop
JOint unaMur-ucl event On netWorks in econoMics and Finance  
lOuvain-la-neuve, deceMber 1-5, 2014. 

s part of the research agenda of the ArC project on “Fi-
nancial Complexity”, the CereFiM and naxys from una-
mur, CorE and ILsM from uCL and MIsC (Maison Interdis-

ciplinaire des systèmes Complexes) from the université d’orléans, 
jointly organized their first Winter school and Workshop on “net-
works in Economics and Finance” on December 1-5, 2014 at LsM. 

the main objective was to gather researchers interested by the the-
oretic and econometric modelling of interacting agents behaviors, 
complexity and networks, over four days of lectures ended by one 
day workshop where scholars could present their ongoing work on 
the broad topic with an emphasis on applications in the fields of 
economics and finance. 

two short courses, given by Dr. M. KönIG (univ. of zürich) on “net-
work theory and its applications in economics and finance” (De-
cember 1-2, 2014), and by Prof. E. KoLACzyK (Boston univ.) on the 
“statistics of networks” (December 3-4, 2014), were followed by a 

workshop (December, 5) with contributions from invited speakers in 
the morning (Prof. s. BAttIston, univ. of zürich; Prof. s. MArKosE, 
university of Essex; and Prof. K. yILMAz, univ. of Koç) then poster 
and parallel sessions featuring submitted contributions on various 
topics (financial networks, trade networks, network econometrics, 
network theory) at lunch time and in the afternoon.  

the audience was very diverse with more than 75 participants from 
both Belgian (uCL, KuL, uLB, Ghent univ., unamur) and non-Belgian 
universities (from Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the netherlands, 
spain, hungary, the uK, turkey and the us) as well as non-academic 
institutions (InG, nBB, De nederlansche Bank). Given its success, it 
is now expected to organize this event on a yearly basis alternating 
the location of the various sites involved. 

For more information about the program of the event as well as the 
papers presented during the workshop see: http://uclouvain.be/en-
476278.html

BRaIN
gresp-health, duratiOn OF the 
prOJect: 15/12/2014 - 15/03/2019 

nder the coordination of 
Benoit nEMEry (KuL), Isa-
belle thoMAs, along with 

tim nAWrot (uhasselt); Catherine 
BouLAnD (uLB); Patrick DEBoosErE 
(vuB) and An vAn nIEuWEnhuysE 
(IsP-WIv), obtained BrAIn funding for 
a project called GrEsP-health (Im-
pact of green/blue spaces on specific 
morbidity and cause-specific mortal-
ity in Belgium).

U I
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iSaBELLE ThomaS
belgian Francqui chair 2014-2015 
antwerpen, March - May 2015

sabelle thoMAs was awarded the Belgian 
Francqui Chair 2014-2015 last october, with 
a lecture series under the umbrella theme 

of “Measuring and modeling in economic and transport 
geography: challenges and opportunities”. the inaugural 
lecture was given on March 4, in Antwerpen.

her lecture can be watched online at the following url: 
http://mediasite.ua.ac.be/mediasite/Catalog/catalogs/
tEW_Francqui_Leerstoel_2015

JEaN hiNDRikS
lObby Mag: expert OF the year 2014 
brussels, deceMber 2014

ELENa maTTaNa
2nd suerF/unicredit & universities FOundatiOn research 
prize, deceMber 2014

))

ean hInDrIKs has been nominated in the category “expert of the 
year 2014” by the magazine Lobby. the motivation of this selection 
is the contribution of Prof. hInDrIKs to the Pension reform Com-

mission report published in June 2014 and his unflagging effort to promote 
this report to a large public via press interviews, television debates and con-
ferences. the jury has appreciated the capacity of Prof. hInDrIKs to communi-
cate in a simple way on technical issue such as the pension reform, as well as 
his independence, his capacity to keep away from the political debate and to 
resist recuperation by major political parties. Prof. hInDrIKs also intervenes 
frequently in the media on other  issues such as education policies, public 
governance and public finance. For more information, see: www.lobbymag.com

he paper "A Dynamic Quantitative Macroeco-
nomic Model of Bank runs” (CorE DP 2014/68)
by Elena MAttAnA, with coauthor Ettore PAn-

EttI from Bank of Portugal, was nominated one of the 
two winners of the 2nd suErF/uniCredit & universities 
Foundation research Prize. the other winner was a paper 
by roberto roBAtto of university of Wisconsin-Madison. 
the prizes were awarded on December 11 at the vienna 
university of Economics and Business, during the work-
shop on the subject “reregulation of the Financial sector 
- Economic Consequences, Costs and Benefits”. 

PRizES&AwArds
Prizes & Awards 

Prof. Dr. Ann vErhEtsEL with Prof. Isabelle thoMAs

I

JT

Winners and members of vienna university 
of Economics and Business, suErF, and 

unicredit & universities Foundation
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nEw pEopLE@CoRE
aniele catanzarO was awarded a Doctorate in sciences (operations research) in 2008 
for his studies in combinatorial optimization and mixed integer programming. he was 
appointed as Chargé de recherches of the Belgian national Fund for scientific research 

(2009-2013) and Assistant Professor at the Department of operations of the rijksuniversiteit Gro-
ningen (2013-2014). he was visiting research scientist at the Department of statistics and opera-
tions research of the university of La Laguna, the tepper school of Business and the Department of 
Biological sciences of the Carnegie Mellon university. As of september 2014, he joined the universi-
té catholique de Louvain where he now serves as Assistant Professor of operations research at the 
Louvain school of Management. Daniele Catanzaro’s interests involve combinatorial optimization, 
integer programming and medical bioinformatics. 

rédéric vrins graduated in electromechanical (mechatronics) engineering at uCL in 2002. 
From 2002 to 2007, he worked as a research assistant at the department of electrical 
engineering of the Ecole Polytechnique de Louvain. his thesis dealt with blind source 

separation problems from the information theory point of view. Following his Ph.D, Frédéric spent 
seven years in the private sector as a Front office Quantitative Analyst within the Financial Markets 
department of InG Bank (trading floor). Frédéric is currently Assistant Professor of Quantitative 
Finance at Louvain school of Management and regional Director of PrMIA (Professional risk Man-
agers’ International Association) for Belgium. his research interests cover mathematical finance 
in general, with a special focus on default risk modeling, structured products pricing, as well as 
stochastic processes & bounded martingales applied to finance.

F

aSSoCiaTE fELLoWS

poSTDoCToRaL RESEaRChERS
hristOphe clOquet received his PhD in Engi-
neering sciences from the université libre de 
Bruxelles in July 2011, under the supervision of 

serge Goldman and Michel Defrise. his general interest 
is in mobile phone and social network data analysis. he 
runs a small company developing mobile solutions for 
mass gatherings. At CorE, he will work part-time with Is-
abelle thoMAs and Arnaud ADAM as part of the sMArt-
Bru project, aiming at studying the relationships between 
Brussels and its surrounding region.

ebastian stich received his PhD from Eth zu-
rich where he was associated with the “theo-
ry of Combinatorial Algorithms” group of Emo 

Welzl. In his dissertation he studied randomized methods 
for convex optimization, under the supervision of Bernd 
Gärtner. his main research interests are the theoretical 
investigation of (randomized) schemes for high-dimen-
sional optimization and stochastic variable metric meth-
ods. At CorE, he will work with François GLInEur and yurii 
nEstErov as a part of the ArC project “Mining and opti-
mization of Big Data Models”.

S

C
JoB maRkET 
foLLoW-up
yukai yang has taken the 
postdoctoral research fellow 
position at the Finance and 
Insurance (FIns) research group 
at the Faculty of Economics and 
social sciences, vrije universiteit 
Brussel in the beginning of 
2015. he is currently working 
on developing a shrinkage 
covariance estimator for 
portfolio selection.

New: People @ CORE

D
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uPcOminG SEmiNaRS
BroWn BAG
March 23, 2015, at 12:45 p.M.
Joniada MILLA, CorE
Nature or Nurture in Tertiary education at-
tendance? Intergenerational Implications of 
the Vietnam-era Lottery
 
april 22, 2015, at 12:45 p.M.
sinem BAs, CorE

May 5, 2015, at 12:45 p.M. (tuesday)
Aditi DIMrI, CorE
 
May 20, 2015, at 12:45 p.M.
André roMAhn, KuL

EConoMEtrICs
March 16, 2015 at 2:30 p.M. (Joint With lsM Fi-
nance seMinar)
Monica BILLIo, università Ca' Foscari venezia 
sovereign, Bank and Insurance Credit 
spreads: Connectedness and system Net-
works

March 30, 2015 at 2:30 p.M.
Clifford LAM, LsE
one-step regularized spatial Weight matrix 
and Fixed effects estimation with Instru-
mental Variables

april 20, 2015 at 2:30 p.M.
Philippe DEsChAMPs, université de Fribourg
alternative formulations of the leverage 
effect in a stochastic volatility model with 
asymmetric heavy-tailed errors

april 27, 2015 at 2:30 p.M. (Joint With lsM Fi-
nance seMinar)
Christophe hurLIn, université d'orléans

May 4, 2015 at 2:30 p.M.
Erick W. rEnGIFo, Fordham university

May 18, 2015 at 2:30 p.M. (Joint With lsM Fi-
nance seMinar)
xiaodong LIu, university of Colorado Boulder
Gmm Identification and estimation of Peer 
effects in a system of simultaneous equa-
tions

June 1, 2015 at 2:30 p.M.
taisuke otsu, London school of Economics 
and Political science

June 15, 2015 at 2:30 p.M.
Maria KALLI, Canterburry Christ Church uni-
versity

EConoMICs
March 16, 2015at 4 p.M. 
Matan tsur, university of vienna 
Financial Contracts and Bargaining

March 30, 2015at 4 p.M. 
Gerald WILLMAn, university of Bielefeld 
Unequal Gains, Prolonged Pain: Dynamic 
adjustment Costs and Protectionist 
overshooting

april 20, 2015 at 4 p.M. 
Debasis MIshrA, Indian statistical Institute

april 27, 2015 at 4 p.M. 
Antonio CABrALEs, university College 
London 
Which Club should I attend, Dad?: Targeted 
socialization and Production

May 4, 2015 at 4 p.M. 
Ferdinand rAuCh, oxford university

May 11, 2015 at 4 p.M.

Bernard sInCLEr-DEsGAGnE, Chaire d'écon-
omie internationale et de gouvernance hEC 
Montréal

May 18, 2015 at 4 p.M. 
Ed hoPKIns, university of Edinburgh

May 25, 2015 at 4 p.M. 
Giammario IMPuLLIttI, university of 
nottingham

June 1, 2015 at 4 p.M.

sebastian FInDEIsEn, university of Mann-
heim

ECorEs
March 23, 2015, 1:30 p.M. (lOcatiOn: ecares)

1:30 p.m.: Claude D’AsPrEMont
oligopolistic vs. monopolistic Competition: 
Do Intersectoral effects matter?

2:25 p.m.: victor GInsBurGh
Foreign Language Learning. an econometric 
analysis

3:15 p.m.: Mathias DEWAtrIPont
tBA

oPErAtIons 
rEsEArCh
March 24, 2015, 4:30 p.M.
ralf WErnEr, university of Augsburg

March 26, 2015, 2:00 p.M.
Iva rAshKovA, London Business school
Public multi-Product health Procurement: 
The Dynamic Inventory Budget allocation 
Problem

March 31, 2015, 4:30 p.M.

Jean-Patrice nEttEr, DIAGMA supply Chain services

april 28, 2015, 4:30 p.M.
tomas BAJBAr, Karlsruhe Institute of tech-
nology

May 5, 2015, 4:30 p.M.
Ivar EKELAnD, université Paris Dauphine

May 26, 2015, 4:30 p.M.
Diego MorAn, virginia tech

IMMAQ trADE 
AnD EConoMIC 
GEoGrAPhy
March 19, 2015, 12:45 p.M. (Joint With ires re-
search seMinar)
Frédéric roBErt-nICouD, université de 
Genève
are Cities Too small? equilibrium and op-
timal Urban systems with heterogeneous 
Land

March 26, 2015, 12:45 p.M. (Joint With ires re-
search seMinar)
holger BrEInLICh, university of Essex
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fRaNçoiS GLiNEuR
recent advances in OptiMizatiOn and its applicatiOns in engineering

ed. by Moritz DIEhL, François GLInEur, Elias JArLEBrInG, Wim MIChIELs

springer, 2010

athematical optimization encompasses both a rich and rapidly evolving body of fun-
damental theory, and a variety of exciting applications in science and engineering. the 
present book contains a careful selection of articles on recent advances in optimiza-

tion theory, numerical methods, and their applications in engineering. It features in particular 
new methods and applications in the fields of optimal control, PDE-constrained optimization, non-
linear optimization, and convex optimization. the authors of this volume took part in the 14th 
Belgian-French-German Conference on optimization (BFG09) organized in Leuven, Belgium, on 
september 14-18, 2009. the volume contains a selection of reviewed articles contributed by the 
conference speakers as well as three survey articles by plenary speakers and two papers authored 
by the winners of the best talk and best poster prizes awarded at BFG09. researchers and graduate 
students in applied mathematics, computer science, and many branches of engineering will find in 
this book an interesting and useful collection of recent ideas on the methods and applications of 
optimization.

M

JEaN hiNDRikS
quel avenir pOur nOs pensiOns ?

De Boeck, 2015

n ce qui concerne les pensions, un constat d'échec s'impose car 
- en dépit des avertissements répétés depuis plusieurs décennies 
- nous n'avons rien fait pour adapter de façon structurelle notre 

système des pensions au vieillissement de la population et aux mutations 
socioéconomiques du 21e siècle.

Le phénomène du vieillissement n'est pas nouveau. Ce qui a changé, c'est qu'il 
coïncide aujourd'hui avec les départs à la pension. Le nombre de pensionnés 
augmente fortement et il représente une part croissante de la consommation totale, ce qui va peser inévitablement à l'avenir sur la consom-
mation des actifs. nous sommes en conséquence devant un nouveau conflit des classes d'âge, et cette tension entre générations menace 
de saper la solidarité sur laquelle reposent les pensions.

Pour réformer les pensions, il faut au préalable faire tomber certains mythes que l'on a pourtant mis tant d'énergie et de talent à ériger. 
Cet ouvrage s'attelle à les abattre et, ce faisant, il vise à mieux comprendre comment la question des pensions repose sur de nombreux 
malentendus et incompréhensions qu'il faut maintenant lever pour entreprendre sereinement cette réforme qui ne peut plus attendre.

Dans un langage clair et accessible, l'auteur présente les enjeux et l'avenir de nos pensions pour nous permettre d'anticiper les changements 
et de préparer notre pension en toute confiance. A l'instar de la Commission de réforme des pensions, il propose notamment un système 
de pension à points pour ôter l'interrogation qui pèse actuellement sur les pensions. Plus de sécurité, d'équité, de souplesse et de lisibilité 
sont les points cardinaux de cette réforme.

si le rapport de la Commission de réforme des pensions est en arrière fond de l'ouvrage, celui-ci a le mérite de mettre à la portée d'un large 
public les grands défis et les contours de notre futur système de pension. Il concerne donc les artisans de cette réforme au sein des insti-
tutions de pension, des assurances et fonds de pension, des administrations et entreprises, du monde politique et des partenaires sociaux 
mais aussi chacun d'entre nous qui s'interroge sur l'avenir de sa pension !

E

nEw BookS
Publications: New Books
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PuBlicAtiOnS
REpRiNTS
EConoMEtrICs
2641. Luc BAuWEns, Bruno DE BACKEr and Arnaud DuFAys. A Bayesian 
method of change-point estimation with recurrent regimes: applica-
tion to GArCh models. Journal of empirical Finance, 29, 207-229, 2014.

2647. C. hAEDo, M. MouChArt. specialized agglomerations with Lat-
tice data: Model and detection. spatial statistics, 11, 113-131, 2015.

EnvIronMEntAL EConoMICs
2636. thierry BrEChEt and Guy MEunIEr. Are clean technology and 
environmental quality conflicting policy goals? resource and energy 
economics, 38, 61-83, 2014.

GAME thEory
2631. Jens Leth houGAArD, Juan D. MorEno-tErnEro and Lars Peter 
ostErDAL. Assigning agents to a line. Games and economic Behavior, 
87, 539-553, 2014. 

2638. Ana MAuLEon, Elena MoLIs, vincent J. vAnnEtELBosCh and 
Wouter vErGotE. Dominance invariant one-to-one matching prob-
lems. International Journal of Game Theory, 43(4), 925-943, 2014.

2645. Pierre DEhEz and sophie PouKEns. the shapley value as a 
guide to FrAnD licensing agreements. review of Law economics, 
10(3), 265-284, 2014.

MACroEConoMICs PoLICIEs
2639. Elena MAttAnA and Ettore PAnEttI. Bank liquidity, stock market 
participation, and economic growth. Journal of Banking & Finance, 
48, 292-306, 2014.

MICroEConoMIC thEory
2632. Ana MAuLEon, Jose J. sEMPErE-MonErrIs and vincent vAn-
nEtELBosCh. Farsighted r&D networks. economics Letters, 125(3), 
340-342, 2014.

2633. Ana MAuLEon, vincent vAnnEtELBosCh and Cecilia vErGArI. 
unions’ relative concerns and strikes in wage bargaining. Bulletin of 
economic research, 66(4), 374-383, 2014.

oPtIMIzAtIon MEthoDs AnD 
oPErAtIons rEsEArCh
2628. Philippe ChEvALIEr, Alejandro LAMAs, Lian Lu and tanja MLI-
nAr. revenue management for operations with urgent orders. euro-
pean Journal of operational research, 240(2), 476-487, 2015. 

2637. Madjid tAvAnA, rashed KhAnJAnI shIrAz and Adel hAtA-
MI-MArBInI. A new chance-constrained DEA model with birandom 
input and output data. The Journal of the operational research so-
ciety, 65, 1824-1839, 2014. 

2642. Adel hAtAMI-MArBInI, Madjid tAvAnA, Per J. AGrELL, Farhad 
hossEInzADEh LotFI and zahra GhELEJ BEIGI. A common-weights 
DEA model for centralized resource reduction and target setting. 
Computers & Industrial engineering, 79, 195-203, 2015.

2644. Adel hAtAMI-MArBInI, Madjid tAvAnA, Kobra GhoLAMI and 
zahra GhELEJ BEIGI. A bounded data envelopment analysis model 
in a fuzzy environment with an application to safety in the semi-
conductor industry. Journal of optimization Theory and applications, 
164(2), 679-701, 2015.

PuBLIC & WELFArE EConoMICs
2624. Philippe MIChEL and Pierre PEstIEAu. social security and early 
retirement in an overlapping-generations growth model. annals of 
economics and Finance, 14-2(B), 705-719, 2013.

2627. helmuth CrEMEr and Pierre PEstIEAu. social long-term care 
insurance and redistribution. International Tax and Public Finance, 
21(6), 955-974, 2014. 

2630. Jorge MAnzI, Ernesto sAn MArtIn and sébastien vAn BEL-
LEGEM. school system evaluation by value added analysis under en-
dogeneity. Psychometrika, 79(1), 130-153, 2014. 

2634. Pierre PEstIEAu and Gregory PonthIErE. optimal life-cycle 
fertility in a Barro-Becker economy. Journal of Population econom-
ics, 28(1), 45-87, 2015. 

2635. helmuth CrEMEr, Pierre PEstIEAu and Kerstin roEDEr. united 
but (un)equal: human capital, probability of divorce, and the mar-
riage contract. Journal of Population economics, 28(1), 195-217, 2015. 

2640. Jean hInDrIKs and yukihiro nIshIMurA. A note on equilibrium 
leadership in tax competition models. Journal of Public economics, 
121, 66-68, 2015.

2646. G. BErGAntInos and J. D. MorEno-tErnEro. the axiomatic ap-
proach to the problem of sharing the revenue from museum passes. 
Games and economic Behavior, 89, 78-92, 2015.

suPPLy ChAIn MAnAGEMEnt
2643. xavier BrussEt and Per J. AGrELL. Dynamic supply chain coor-
dination games with repeated bargaining. Computers & Industrial 
engineering, 80, 12-22, 2015.
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trADE, trAnsPort & GEoGrAPhy
2625. Jacques-François thIssE. the new science of cities by Michael 
Batty: the opinion of an economist. Journal of economic Literature, 
52(3), 805-819, 2014. 

2626. Bas de GEus, Bart DEGrAEuWE, Grégory vAnDEnBuLCKE, Luc 
Int PAnIs, Isabelle thoMAs, Joris AErtsEns, yves DE WEErDt, 
rudi torFs and romain MEEusEn. utilitarian cycling in Belgium: 
a cross-sectional study in an ample of regular cyclists. Journal of 
Physical activity and health, 11, 884-894, 2014. 

2629. Alain PhoLo BALA, Dominique PEEtErs and Isabelle thoMAs. 
spatial issues on a hedonic estimation of rents in Brussels. Journal 
of housing economics, 25, 104-123, 2014.

DiSCuSSioN papERS

EConoMEtrICs
2014/53. Luc BAuWEns, Manuela BrAIonE and Giuseppe stortI. 
Forecasting comparison of long term component dynamic models 
for realized covariance matrices. 

2014/56. Jean-Pierre FLorEns and sébastien vAn BELLEGEM. Instru-
mental variable estimation in functional linear models. 

2014/59. Manuela BrAIonE and nicolas K. sChoLtEs. Construction of 
value-at-risk forecasts under different distributional assumptions 
within a BEKK framework. 

2014/60. Jörg BrEItunG and Christian M. hAFnEr. A simple model for 
now-casting volatility series. 

2014/61. tIMo tErAsvIrtA and yukai yAnG. Linearity and misspecifi-
cation tests for vector smooth transition regression models. 

2014/62. timo tErAsvIrtA and yukai yAnG. specification, estimation 
and evaluation of vector smooth transition autoregressive models 
with applications.

2015/7. Luc BAuWEns, Jean-François CArPAntIEr and Arnaud 
DuFAys. Autoregressive moving average infinite hidden markov-
switching models. 

EnvIronMEntAL EConoMICs
2014/45. thierry BrEChEt, natali hrItonEnKo and yuri yAtsEnKo. 
Domestic environmental policy and international cooperation for 
global commons. 

2014/58. henry tuLKEns. Internal vs. core coalitional stability in the 
environmental externality game: A reconciliation.

GAME thEory
2014/42. Gilles GrAnDJEAn, Marco MAntovAnI, Ana MAuLEon and 
vincent vAnnEtELBosCh. Whom are you talking with ? An experi-
ment on credibility and communication structure.

InDustrIAL orGAnIzAtIon
2014/63. Axel GAutIEr and nicolas PEtIt. optimal enforcement of 
competition policy: the commitments procedure under uncertainty.

2014/64. sebastien Broos and Axel GAutIEr. Competing one-way es-
sential complements: the forgotten side of net neutrality.

MACroEConoMICs PoLICIEs
2014/43. Julio DAvILA. the rationality of expectations formation. 

2014/68. Elena MAttAnA and Ettore PAnEttI. A dynamic quantitative 
macroeconomic model of bank runs.

MICroEConoMIC thEory
2014/44. Florian MAynErIs, sandra PonCEt and tao zhAnG. the 
cleansing effect of minimum wages. Minimum wages, firm dynamics 
and aggregate productivity in China. 

2014/46. Mathieu PArEntI, Philip ushChEv and Jacques-François 
thIssE. toward a theory of monopolistic competition. 

2014/48. Paul CAstAnEDA DoWEr, victor GInsBurGh and shlomo 
WEBEr. Colonial legacy, linguistic disenfranchisement and the civil 
conflict in sri Lanka. 

2014/49. victor GInsBurGh, Jacques MELItz and Farid touBAL. For-
eign language learning: An econometric analysis.

2015/1. yurii nEstErov and vladimir shIKhMAn. Algorithm of price 
adjustment for market equilibrium. 

2015/2. Claude d'AsPrEMont and rodolphe Dos sAntos FErrEIrA. 
oligopolistic vs. monopolistic competition: Do intersectoral effects 
matter?

oPtIMIzAtIon MEthoDs AnD 
oPErAtIons rEsEArCh
2014/52. Iver EKELAnD and Maurice QuEyrAnnE. optimal pits and op-
timal transportation. 

2014/55. Pasquale AvELLA, Maurizio BoCCIA and Laurence A. WoLsEy. 
single-period cutting planes for inventory routing problems. 

2014/57. Abdelrahaman ALy and Mathieu vAn vyvE. securely solving 
classical network flow problems. 

2015/3. yurii nEstErov. Complexity bounds for primal-dual methods 
minimizing the model of objective function.

Publications: Reprints & Discussion Papers
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http://www.uclouvain.be/en-44508.html
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_53web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_56web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_59web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_60web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_61web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_62web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_7web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_58web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_42web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_63web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_64web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_43web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_68web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_44web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_46web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_48web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_49web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_1web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_2web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_52web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_55web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_57web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_3web.pdf


2015/4. hassène AIssI, A. ridha MAhJouB, s. thomas McCorMICK and 
Maurice QuEyrAnnE. strongly polynomial bounds for multiobjective 
and parametric global minimum cuts in graphs and hypergraphs. 

2015/6. nicolas GILLIs, François GLInEur, Daniel tuyttEns and Ar-
naud vAnDAELE. heuristics for exact nonnegative matrix factoriza-
tion.

2015/9. Eric BALAnDrAuD, Maurice QuEyrAnnE, and Fabio tArDEL-
LA. Largest minimally inversion-complete and pair-complete sets of 
permutations.

PuBLIC & WELFArE EConoMICs
2014/41. Chiara CAntA, Pierre PEstIEAu and Emmanuel thIBAuLt. 
Long term care and capital accumulation: the impact of the state, 
the market and the family. 

2014/50. Koen DECAnCQ and Dirk nEuMAnn. Does the choice of 
well-being measure matter empirically? An illustration with German 
data. 

2014/51. François MAnIQuEt. social ordering functions. 

2014/54. François MAnIQuEt and Philippe MonGIn. Judgment aggre-
gation theory can entail new social choice results. 

2014/65. Jean hInDrIKs and yukihiro nIshIMurA. on the timing of tax 
and investment in fiscal competition models. 

2014/66. Jean hInDrIKs and Guillaume LAMy. Back to school, back to 
segregation? 

2014/67. François MAnIQuEt et Dirk nEuMAnn. Echelles d'équivalence 
du temps de travail: évaluation de l'impôt sur le revenu en Belgique 
à la lumière de l'éthique de la responsabilité. 

2015/5. Marc FLEurBAEy and François MAnIQuEt. optimal taxation 
theory and principles of fairness. 

2015/8. Koen DECAnCQ, Marc FLEurBAEy and François MAnIQuEt. 
Multidimensional poverty measurement with individual preferences.

trADE, trAnsPort & GEoGrAPhy
2014/47. takatoshi tABuChI, Jacques-François thIssE and xiwei zhu. 
Does technological progress affect the location of economic activ-
ity?
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http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_4web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_6web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_9web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_41web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_50web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_51web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_54web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_65web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_66web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_67web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_5web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2015_8web.pdf
http://www.uclouvain.be/cps/ucl/doc/core/documents/coredp2014_47web.pdf


2015 iNTERNaTioNaL DiNNER
surprise! the internatiOnal dinner party is cOMing back! 
rOOM b-135 (cOre), March 20, 2015, 6:30 p.M. 

ave the date! the concept is simple: Everybody has to 
bring a typical dish of their own country (enough food for 
3 people if coming alone, or for 6 if coming with some-

body). the room will be decorated following a theme kept secret by 
Catherine.

Interested? Join us! there is a table in the lounge where you can 
write your name, if you plan to come alone or with someone, the 
kind of dish you will bring (in order to avoid similar dishes) and men-

tion if you would like to help with the practical organisation.

there will also be a contest for the best "hors d'oeuvre", the best 
"main dish", the best "dessert" and an originality prize.
CorE provides drinks.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact Catherine (catherine.
germain@uclouvain.be).

voie du roman Pays, 34
1348 Louvain-la-neuve
N +32 (0) 10 47 43 21
@ core-newsletter@uclouvain.be
w http://www.uclouvain.be/core

a editOrs

françois.maniquet@uclouvain.be

francisco.santanaferra@uclouvain.be

erik.schokkaert@kuleuven.be

g editOrial cOMMittee

philippe.chevalier@uclouvain.be

mathieu.parenti@uclouvain.be

zhengyuan.gao@uclouvain.be

valeria.foriln@uclouvain.be

E graphic designer

axelle.depireux@uclouvain.be

liFE@CoRE

F Find us On FacebOOk! 

Don't forget to like us on Facebook to 
get our latest news:
https://www.facebook.com/CorE.uCL

y issued thrice a year

the CorE newsletter is sent thrice a 
year. If you would like to be added or 
removed from the mailing list, just 
send an email to core-newsletter@
uclouvain.be

Life @ CORE

S

CREDiTS
center FOr OperatiOns research and ecOnOMetrics 
université cathOlique de lOuvain

,
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